**Our great adventure to Oregon began with excitement and anticipation!**

**Yellow Star Ideas:**

*My family*

Yellow: My family consists of
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</table>

Red: Details about your family:
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*Why did you leave home?*

My family left home for many reasons.
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</tbody>
</table>
Our days were long and eventful!

*A typical day on the trail was

- A typical day on the trail involved many tasks.
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Journal Page 6 Rough Draft: Hardship You Faced

Green Introductory Sentence:
We faced many frightful dangers on the Trail! This hardship happened in (location)

Yellow Star Idea:
*What hardships did you face?

Red: One hardship was
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•
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•
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Another hardship we faced was

•
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**Journal Page 7 Rough Draft: One Group of People You Met**

**Green Introductory Sentence:**

| We met many different groups of people on the Trail. One group stood out from the rest. |

**Yellow Star Idea:**

*What Group did you meet?*

| Red: Where did this group go? When did they go? |

| Why did this group move west? What were they looking for? |

| What were they doing? Who did they meet? |

| What hardships, successes, or failures did they face? |

| What happened to them? |